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On the Cauchy Problem for Weakly
Hyperbolic Systems
By

Hideo YAMAHARA*

§ I.

Introduction

In this paper we consider the cJ-well-posedness for the Cauchy problem of the first order system:

(i - 1)

MM = -u - ; A, (*, o -—u - B (x, o u =f(x,
at

j=i

where the coefficients A](x,f)

axj

and B(x,i)

are (in, in) matrices whose

elements belong to the class J3 (fl) (in the sense of L. Schwartz

[8]).

As is well-known, for the <£-well-posedness of (1 • 1) the characteristic roots Ai(:r, t\ <?), (z = l, 2, • • • , m) (the roots of det (tl—^^A^x, t)
$i)=0)

must be real at any point (x, t\ Q^QxRg1

P. D. Lax [2]).
t\£)

(S. Mizohata [4],

Moreover, under the assumption that the roots
l

have constant multiplicities, the matrix A(x, t', $) =^2 j=lAj(x,

must be diagonalizable at any poit (x9t\f)

h(x,
t^)gj

for the problem (1-1) to be

c^-well-posed for every lower order term B(x,£)
Now we consider the case that A(x,t\tT)

(K. Kajitani

[1]).

is not diagonalizable.

To

discuss such a case V. M. Petkov has used the method of asymptotic
expansions ([9], [10]).

Quite different from his, our approach to this

problem is much due to the so-called energy estimates (see S. Mizohata
[4], S. Mizohata and Y. Ohya [6],

[7]).

The results of our present article can briefly be stated as follows.
Communicated by S. Matsuura, April 23, 1976.
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Under the assumptions of constant multiplicity and of constant rank on
the operator (see (2 • 1) ~ (2 • 3) ), we have obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for the Cauchy problem (1 • 1) to be <?-well-posed.

It

takes the form (C.B) in terms of eigenvectors and corresponds to the
so-called Levi condition for single operator case.
In the preceding paper ([11]), only the outline of our arguments
are given.

The purpose of this paper is to give more detailed proofs.
§ 2.

Levi9s Condition and an Energy Estimate

As indicated in § 1, throughout this paper we assume the followings:
(2-1)

The multiplicities of the characteristic roots are constant and at

most double, more precisely
m —s

s

det (r/-A
(2-2)

(*,*;£))=II(r-,*i (*,*;£))' U (r-J, (*,*;£)).
i =l

.7=5 + 1

The characteristic roots Xi(x,t;£)

are real and distinct for (x,

t\ f) eJ3x (J?V\{0}) and z = l, 2, • • - , m — s, moreover inf \h(x, t\ ?) — A,(*,0e0,|fl=i
i+i

(*,*;£) I >0.
(2-3)

For

z = l, 2, • • - , 5, rank(^(x, t\ $)I— A(x9 t\ ?)) =m — l,

pendently of (x,t;$)G&X

inde-

(Re\{0}).

From these assumptions, we have
Proposition 2.1.
(m,m)

Suppose

matrix N(x,t\£)

( 2 - l ) ~ ( 2 - 3 ) , then there exists an

'which satisfies the following (i)~(iv):

(i) N(x,f,fi
A(x,f,ft=D(x,t;fi
N(x,t;£),
where D(x9t\£) is a Jordan canonical form, namely
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and a£(.r, £;£) are not zero and are homogeneous of degree 1 in %
for (x,t;e)<=ax(Rt\iQ}-),
(ii)

(z = l, 2,-, *).

N(x, t\ f) is homogeneous of degree 0 in £.

(iii)

IdelJSTC*,*;?)!^ (>0) for (x9t\ f)

(iv)

JV(*, *; f) zs smooth for

(.r, £; ?) GEJ2 X

This follows from the fact that the generalized eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues h(x, t; ?), (i = l, 2, -",5), are smooth, namely that
we can choose the smooth bases of the generalized eigenspace. And the
eigenspaces corresponding to the double eigenvalues are of dimension one
(see, for example, the Proposition 6.4 in S. Mizohata [5]).
Now we consider the equation:
(2-4)

M\u\ = \JL-iJl(x,1; D) -B(x, t)\u(x, t} =/(*, 0 ,

)

I dt

where ff(Jl(x, t; D)) = A(x9 t\ «f).
Operate to this the pseudo-differential operator 3?(.r, t\ D) defined
by a(Jl(x,t\D))=N(x,t\^,

then we have

(2-4)'
where 3)(x,t\D)

is a p.d.op., homogeneous of order 1 such that

(x, t\ Z))) =D(x, t\ f), S1(x,t;D) is a p.d.op., homogeneous of order
0 and 9^(x, ^; D) is of order —1. Here we have written in short p.d.op.
instead of the pseudo-differential operator.

and let us introduce the following condition:
(C-A)

All the symbols b$jU_i(x, t\ f) are identically zero for (x,

eflx(fl,'\{0}), (£ = 1,2, -,5).
Next define a p.d.op. §(13) such that
Yl

0
1
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where A is a p.d.op. with the symbol | f |, and apply this to (2-4)', then
we have
(2-5)

where S)1(x, t\ D) is a p.d.op., homogeneous of order 1 and 9$z{x,t\iy)
is of order 0.

And under the condition (C-A) the symbol of 3)i has

a following structure:
A!

0

0

0

0

A!

*

0

... o o
• •• * o

0 ••• 0

0

0

0 At

*

0 0 A2

0

0

0

0

*

0

*

0 ••• 0 A s

*

0

*

0 • •• *

... * o
•••

Is

0

0

0

As+i
0

*

0

*

0

From the representation of Di(x9t\f)
t\tD is diagonalizable.

By N^x, £; f)

... * o

0

o ;u_.

we can easily see that D^
denote the diagonalizator of

r, £ ; f ) and define a p.d.op. ^(x, t; D) whose symbol is JVi(.r, £ ; f )

Here we introduce the norm (see [3] ) :
(2-6)

(LMu^WtA'gJlu^A'gTlu)

+

where ^ is a non-negative integer, ^ and /92 are sufHciently large constants
and ( , ) is the usual inner product on L2(Rxl).
First we have
Lemma 2.1.

For uE^S)^ (£>!) there exist positive constants

and cz such that
(2-7)

^IMI.

where || • ||fc is the usual norm on
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This lemma will be proved if we apply the following lemma to the
p.d.op.s 3l(x,t-,D) and mi(x,t',D').
Lemma 2. 2.
[3]).

(The Corollary of the Lemma 2. 2 in S. Mizohata

Let £P be an (m,m)

matrix, -whose elements p^ are singular

integral operators belonging to Cj(/9>0) : (T(py) ^Cj.
denote a matrix ((T(pi/) (x\ £ ) ) •

By (T(£P) zve

Suppose that

(2-8)

\(J(9?}a\>d\a , for any x^Rx\ any fefi^, and for any a

where

a\ = >/| a^ z -\ ----- h \am\ 2.

Then for

any u = l (u^ uz, • • • , um) e 5) J,,

& being any non-negative integer, *we have the folio-wing inequality.

\\^Akuf^ff\\Akuf-rk\\4

(2-9)

Next, apply Ak to (2 • 5) , then we have

(2 • 10)

at

- i&>. (*, f,D)

Moreover applying Jl^x^^D*)
(2-11)

(Ak/cJlu~)

to (2-10) we have

dt
+ £37, (A*®,. - ^A^/yiu + Jl

where 5?3 = -SsCr, t\ D) is a p.d.op. of order 0 and S)2 — S)2(^x,t\U}
a p.d.op., homogeneous of order 1 with the following symbol:
fi(3)*)=D,(x.t:ft:

As+i

Am-s x

From (2-5) and (2-11) we have

is
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— (Lku, «)
at

Hence from the lemma 2.1 we have

(2-12)

~l(Lku,ur^<Tk(Lku
at

where 7"fc is a constant and k^>2.

When £ = 1, instead of the norm

u} we use

(2-6)'

(L1u9u)

Then we can also obtain an inequality, similar to (2-12).
Integrate (2-12), then we have

(2-13)

(Lku, uY\f)<,e^«\Lku, uY\t^ + fV* ft - ) (L fc /,/) 1/ «(5)&.
Jt0

By virtue of the Lemma 2. 1 and (2 • 13) we have

Theorem 2e 1.

Assume the condition (C- A}. Then we have the

energy estimate:
(2 • 14)

\\u(t} Hi-^KO II, + (V(5) 1^5 ,
J«o

/br the solution u(x9t)

of (1-1) belonging to <SV(^IO> 'where ck is

some constant and k = I,2, ••• .
§ 30 Condition (C-A) and the Influence Domain
We will represent the condition (C-A) more explicitly.

For this

purpose let us calculate the symbol of &1(x, t; D) .

(3-1) ff (B, (x, t;D)}= pricipal symbol of {i (JlJl - 3)71)

dfj dxj
where M=M(x,t\£}

dtj dx}

dt

is the inverse matrix of N(x,t;{;)

and Jtt=
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is a p.d.op. with the symbol

Now we denote by E the 772-dimensional Euclidean space and by E*
the dual space of E, and we denote <(?, xy = ^lxl + ^zxz-\ ----- l-fm-^m, where
x=(xl,x2, ~-9xm) eE and ? = ( £ , ?2, "',?m) ^E*.
Let -Ri(.r, t\£)^E

(resp. Z^Cr, £; f) e£*)

be an eigenvector of

A (*,*;£) (resp. 'AC*, *;?)) corresponding to At(x, t\ ?), (z = l, 2, • • • , s).
Then JV and M have the following forms:
J-V

=

\-L*l > •"!> ""' ^s 5 ^s? ^s + l? "'? -L'm-s) •>

M— (Rly Ri1, • • • , ^s, J^/, ^s + i, '", Rm-g),

where LI and JR^1 are generalized eigenvectors (z = l, 2, • • • , 5).

From the

structures of D, N and M we can easily see
Proposition 3. 1.

The condition (C-A) is equivalent to the follow-

ing condition:

(C-B)

Ci(x,t^}
, t;

' 9?/
for (x, t\ ?) (EJ2xH/, (z" = l, 2, • • - , 5).
Remark.

This condition is independent of the choice of eigenvectors.

In fact, take GR(x, t\ £)R(jc, t\ ?) and GL(x, t\ f)Z/(o;, t\ ?) in (C-B)
instead of R(x, t\ f) and Z/(x, ^; f) respectively, where ^ve omit the index
z", and GR{x,t\^} and GL(x, ^; f) are scalar functions.

Then under the

condition (C-B), the right hand side of (C-B) turns into
9tfB

v-, 9A

9(5

On the other hand (L, R)=Q because we can write R = (A — A) R1,
also <^L, AjRy^O.
(3-2)

And

In fact, from the identity:

a(x, i; f) -2

A,(x, t)S,)R(x, t; f) -0 ,
J

we have

-—

A/^+ (A-A)--^^O.

Taking t h e scalar product
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with Le£* we have <L, A yj R>=0.
Next, we take the following so-called "space-like" transformation:
(3-3)

which satisfies <pt — h(x, t; <px) =f=Q, for i = 1,2, •••, m — s.
By (3 • 3), the equation (2 • 4) is transformed into

(3.4)

,

>*'

\yi,

--y.tv

Z-J

y /-N

where /i (x, f) = (<^ — A(p^~lf(x91)
Let jUi(x,t;g)

/

dx/

^r1'

--y*/

and A<^ = XI A_/ (jc, t) -

be an eigenvalue of (<^£ —A^) ^Ajf/.

At first we

note
Lemma 3, 1.
Proof.
(3-5)

(3-4) also satisfies

(2-1)^^(2-3).

Consider the identity:

det (r-(^-A^)

Denote 0 t (r) =cptr — h(x, t\ ? + ^r) and fix (.r, ^; f).

Then from the fact

that (3-3) is space-like (/^(r) =0 has at least one real root r$. Hence
from (3-5) we have

(3-6)

det(^-A^) n (r-A-) - n (r-r,)/i(r),
i

i

where we have written 0*(r) = (r — r 4 )/i(r).

Now, since det(<^ — A^)

we can see ^ = r^. This means

(3-7)
(2-1) — (2-3) follow easily from (3-7).

Q.E.D.

Now we can prove the invariance of the condition (C • B) under the
transformation (3-3), namely we have
Proposition 3. 2,

Assume (C • B) , then we have
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(3 • 8) zt (x, t- f ) , _- - (9t \

\ at

for (x9t'9S)^Sx(Rel\{0})9
(z = l, 2, • • • , s), where Rt(x9t9& (resp.
Lt (x, *; f ) ) is the eigenvector of ((pt — A(px} ~1A% (resp. l(((jpt — A(px} ~l A? ))
corresponding to /Jii(x,t'9£).
Here we remark that fllt(x9 £; £) is also smooth with respect to (x, t;
?)GEJ2X (JRe l \{0}), (z' = l,2, —,m-s). In fact from Lemma 3.1 </> f (r) =0
has only one real root jut. Therefore we have
(3-9)

0«'(A)

From now on we omit for simplicity the index i in the condition
(C-B). Now we will prove (3-8). At first we note that the eigenvectors R(jc9t'9£) and L(x9t\£) are given in the form:
(3-10)
In fact, consider the equation:
(fi(x9 t\ f) - (<pt-A<px)
which is equivalent to
(<ptV-A(e + <pxp))R(x9 t; f) -0 .
Then by virtue of (3-7) and the definition of R(x9t'9£) we can take
R(x9 t-9?) =R(x9t-9 f + Wa.). And the second equality in (3-10) will
be shown similarly.
Next, in preparation we shall calculate the derivatives of IJL(X, t\ £).
By the differentiation of (3 • 7) with respect to £, ^ve have
HM + /uptt - At - 1] ^ (^^y) , = 0 .
Let us define an operator 9 by

Then denoting 8 = d(cp) we have
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(3-11)
In the same way we obtain

(3-12)

8fi

(3-13)

8^-^

= 0, (j = l, 2, .-,[).

Here we remark that d=^=Q follows from (3-9).
Now we return to (3-8).

In the first term of (3-6) we can easily

Hence noting (3-10) we have

O . - yS ^ (w.J ,,)
And this can be written as follows:
(3-14)

(JL-^Aj-?- -- B\R

As for the second term of (3-8), noting the transformation (3-3),
the definition of 9 and (3 • 13) we have

j

Moreover from (3-12) this becomes

I]j ti^Rt, = S-11]
LtRfj
3
Then we have

(3• 15)

<L, 2 ^R(i> = <L, (9t-
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+ S-\L, H (Af , - Aj} <px, (U JU..R, „

S
where we use (>( - A(px} =
From (3-14) and (3-15) the left-hand side of (3-6) is equal to

, £ (A f , - A,)
«, j

x
Therefore our purpose will be accomplished if we prove the followings:

(3 • 16)

j

(S A,.^. - S 9 (w.J ^f J -0 ,
where for a vector VE^E, V—Q means <(Z>, V^ = 0.
Now, noting (3 • 16) we shall give the following

Lemma 3.2. Put V# = (A?. — AI)R^., then -we have
(3-17)

Proof.

yy + T^~0.
Differentiate (3-2) with respect to £$ and fy, then we have

Taking the scalar product with L we have (3-17).

Q.E.D.

From (3-17) we can give the followings:
(3-18)
(3 19)

'

(3 • 20)
(3 - 21)

S (A f , - Ay) i,/p,.Rea + S (iti ~ Ay)9x ;

«, y

a, y

S (A ty - A,) 9 (^) ^a^a + S (A f , - Ay) ^,9 fe J U,. -0.

a,./

a, y

Now, noting (3-12) and the above relations we can easily see (3-16).
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Thus we have proved the Proposition 3.2.
From the energy estimate (2-14) and the Prpposition 3.2 we have
Theorem 3. 1.

The solution of the Cauchy problem :

M[u(x,t)~\=Q

-with u(x, t0) =u0(x)

has its support in C(/lmax, £0; supp[z/ 0 (^)]) , where we denote C(/l, s; F)
= U {(x,t)$x — y\^J\t — s,t^s} and Amax =
y<EF

§ 4e

sup

(a.OGfl, |£|=l

|^(x,^;f)|.

Sufficiencj of the Condition ( C - A )

In this section we shall show the existence of the solution for the
Cauchy problem (1 • 1) .

For this purpose we use a localization.

By Qt denote a certain open set which include {(x, t) ^Rxl X [£*,
And let{fi« v> }, O' = l, 2, •••) be an open

*< +1 ]K where £0<^<^i^T.

covering which is locally finite, such that C(Amax> ti\ Qij^ fl {^ — ^}) O^i
d@i3\

We remark that we can take .fi^ in stich a way that for any

point, the number of Q^

which contain it is less than certain constant.

We shall define the sizes later.

Next let {a^ (x, f)}9 (j = l, 2, • • • ) , be

a partition of unity on Gt which is subordinate to {S^}, and define

Now let Ui^(x,f)

[

(4-1)
[

be the solution of the Cauchy problem:

MW»(x,tH=ftu>(x,t),
utn(x,ti)=t#l(x).

Since supp[^ 0) (x, f)~\ is contained in Q^
that in St u^

(4-2)

from Theorem 3.1 we can see

also satisfies

<» ( x , £ ) ] = f t v > ( x , t ) ,

where Mi(J^ is another operator which is modified outside S^

in the fol-

lowing way. First we deform Aj(x, t) in such a way that they remain
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constant outside some open set which includes &ij\ And take size of
J2/y) sufficiently small so that the p.d.op. Jl(x,t;D)
invertible in the space S)\*.

stated in § 2 is

Next we can deform B(x, t) as a p.d.op.

in such a way that the condition (C-B) is still valid for the system (4-2).
In fact we can obtain a required B so that with the deformed A and
the corresponding JV, M and D, it should make the value of the right-hand
side of (3-1) invariant.

Here we remark that for this M^ , the energy

estimate is also obtained and we can take the corresponding constant ck
so as not to depend on z and j.
Hereafter we omit the indices z", j and we denote the modified coefficients merely by Aj(x, t) or B(x, t) .
(4-2)

is shown as follows.

The existence of the solution for

To solve (4-2) is now equivalent to solving

the Cauch problem for the equations:
(4-3)

-—i3)(x,t;D)-£1(x,t;D)\V(x,t')=g(x,f),

where 3ti(x, t\ D) is a p.d.op. of order 0, v(x, t) = 3lu(x, t) and g(xy t)
— <3lf(x,£).

(4-4)

Next this is equivalent further to the equations:

( at

-—i3)1(x,f,n)-st(xtf,

where -® 2 (-£> t\ -D) is a p.d.op. of order 0, iv(x, t) = £v(x, t) and h(x, t)
= £g(x,£).

Remark that 3)1(x,t',D)

solve the Cauchy problem (4-2).

is diagonalizable.

Hence we can

Then from Theorem 3.1 we can see

the existence of the solution for (4-1).
Next, on account of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 we have a global
solution by the superposition, namely we have
Theorem 4. I.

Suppose the condition ( C - A ) , then for the given
k

initial data uQ(x)^3)

LZ

and the right-hand side

f(x,t)<^£tQ(S)kLZ\

(& = 1, 2, • • • ) ? there exists a unique solution u(x, t) o / ( l - l ) belonging
to 8?(3)l*1} and it satisfies the inequality (2-14).
§ 5.

Necessity of the Condition (C • A)

Here we shall show the following
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Theorem 5a 1. The condition (C • A) is necessary for the uniformly '-well-pose dues s of the Cauchy problem (1-1).
For the proof of this theorem we use the idea employed in [4] and
[7], so we show the outline. We suppose that the Cauchy problem (1-1)
is well-posed and that at least one of Q(.r, £ ; f ) in (C-B) is not identically zero. Then we can show that these two hyposeses induce a contradiction.
At first let us deny the condition (C • B) , then without a loss of
generality we can suppose (see [7])
| C 4 0c,*;£)=0 on Q.= U6 X [0, e] X £/.(£,), (|f.| = 1),
(5-1)

for x = l,2, -,Sl,

J

Ct(x,t;fi=£0
where

Sl<s,

Remark.
(5-2)

on

fl.,

for i = s1 + l,-,s,

U,= {x; \x\<&} and 17. (ft) = {£ ; | £-ft| ^s}.
For f = 51 + l, "-,5 we can suppose
|C, (*,*;£)| ^flo (>0) for (*,*;

For simplicity we only consider the case where s1=0. We can also treat
the general case in a similar way.
Now consider the equations:
(5-3)

- - « ^ ( * , * ; £ ) - B ( * , *)*(*, 0 = 0 .

Take a function CC^O ^C0°° such that CC^)— 1 on f^e/s

an(

l C(-^)^0 outside

J7e, and apply it to (5-3), then we have
(5-4)

--

where G ( x ) = - - C ( ^ ) .
Next, to (5-4) apply Jl(x,t;D)
(5-5)

stated in §2, then we have
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and %f(x, t ; Z>) are the p.d.op.s, homogeneous of order

0 and —1 respectively.

Let $(x) belong to C0°° such that /3 (0) ^0 and

supp [/? (x) ] C £££/3, then (5-5) can be written as follows:

\^-i

(5-6)

( dt

Moreover take a ( f ) eC0°°(lV), (O^a(f)^l) such that supp[a(f)]c t/e/8
=!.

on a neighborhood of f0-

define an(D)u = an (?) u (£ ) .

(5 - 7)

Put a n (f) =a( — ) and

Then from (5-6) we have

{ J?_ - *5J (x, < ; D) - ^ (x, * ; £>) } (aj (or) !72C (x) a)

Next define a p.d.op. 3$\(x, t;D), homogeneous of order 0 such that
(7(1,) (x, t; f) =<r(<3,) (9(*), *; »:(«),
^vhere j? and ^1 are the mappings similar to those in [7].

Remark.

From the definition of $(.r) and $i(£) and the hyposesis

(5-1) we have

(5-8)

fe«_i

(*,«;£) I ^ff« (>0)
for ( x , ^ ;

where

I

I ~
Then we can rewrite (5-7) in the form:

(5-9)

-L - iS) (x, t • D) - S, (x, «;£>) (anp (x) 3?C (x)«)
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where f(x9 t) = ($, - J,) (ctj£M& + i [a,,

+ [a,, 5

Now we want to diagonalize (z.2) + -®i) in a sense.
we define
(1 + A) ~l/2

0

0

1

- A) -1/2
0

For this purpose

0
1
1

0

and apply this to (5-9), then we have
(5-10)

\JL-igi(x,t;D)-£t(x,t;
( at

where ^Bz(x,t\D} is a p.d.op. of order 0 and 3)l and tB2 have the
following structure:

0 0

;u o

*

0

0

0

0

0 ••• L 0

*

0

*

0 ••• 0 As

*

0 * 0

*

0 * 0

where * is a p.d.op., homogeneous of order —, and
&j
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«!

0

0 ...

0

0

4J1

o

*

0

••• *

0

0

* 2 ••• 0

0

*$

0

0

••• *
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0

'•.
0

as

0
4?2.-l 0

0

0

which is homogeneous of order 0.
Noting the structure of 3)^ we can construct a diagonalizator A^i
O, t\ ?) of (5(3)^ O, t\ f).

Let ^(.r, J; D) be the p.d.op. whose symbol

Remark. We can write ^(j:, ^; £)) =/+321°(^, ^; £>), where 3?!0
,t\iy) is a p.d.op. of order — — .
Apply Jll(x,t;D) to (5-10), then we have
£j

(5-11)

-- i3>, (*, * ; D) - ®* (x, t • D) A^ (Jlt/a^ (x) ^ (x)
at

where £D2(x, t\ D} is a diagonal matrix whose symbol is pure imaginary
and $^$t(x,t\D)

is of order 0.

By 3), (x, t ; U) denote i3)z (x, t ; D) + -®2 (*, t\ D) ^11/2. Then the roots
of det(r/— Ds(x, t\ £)) =0 are given in the form:
<«-i(^, *; f) = V - U e < X <; f) + vt(x, t;

where ^(^r, £; <?) is homogeneous of degree 0 in f and satisfies
(5-12)

Rev f (j:,<;f)^'(>0),

for (x,*;f)efl, I X[0,e]XH, 1 , (» = 1, 2, -, 5).
Now we can diagonalize D3(x, J f ; f ) .

Denote the diagonalizator of
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Ds(x, £; f) by N2(x, t\ f) and define a p.d.op. 3l2(x, t\ D) with the symbol #,(*,*;£).
As in [7], for w(x, t) = t (wly wz, • • • , w m ), we define
(5-13)

S B (f; w) = exp{

where d is a suitable positive constant.
(5-14)

And also define

»»(v,«)«=/^ |v| " |c| %!Wi^Q^ w ^)

where 6"(anv^ — (
\df'
multi-indices.

a n (?) and /? (ff) (x) =

}$(x),
\Qxi

v and K being

Taking Ci(«z:) E:Cj° such that Ci(-^)^l on U and supp[Ci(^:)] C t/2e,
we have
Proposition 5a 1.

•where k is a positive integer we can take sufficiently

large if necessary

and 8"', cl9 c2, are positive constants, independent of u(x, t) and n.
Moreover considering an(v} and 0(K}(x')

in (5-9) instead of an and

) we have
Proposition 56 2.
(5-16)

where CI(V,K)

and cz(v, K) are positive constants and

Now we can show the contradiction.

Let (p (f ) be a C°°-function

whose support is located in a small neighborhood of £0; On the support
of $?(?)> a(f)=l.

And define 0n (x) = exp (in £Qx) <p (x) , where 0(^:)
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Next, we define un (x, t) as the solution of
(5 • 17)

M[_un (x, t) ] = 0

with

un (x, 0) = JA (x, 0; D) § (D) ~'MZ (x, 0; D)

0

6
where J^C^j ^j -D) is the p.d.op. of order 0 with the symbol M2(x, t\ f),
which is the inverse matrix of

Nz(x,t\f).

Because we have supposed that (1 • 1) is 5-well-posed, we have

(5-18)
where r3 is a constant, independent of n, and /? is some integer.

Put

k = 2p in (5-16), then we have

(5-19)

Next, denote 0 n (£) =
some large constant.

(5-20)

I]

M l v I+|e| S n (£; 9 n (v, £)«„), where

Mis

Then we have

0 / ( 0 > — J n Q n ( f ) —O(l).
~~ 2

By the way, if we see the initial data un(x, 0) in (5-17), we have
Proposition 5. 3.
(5-21)

There is a positive constant a such that

0 n (0)^z, for large n.

Therefore, integrating (5-20) we have
(5-22)

0 n (*)>

On the other hand taking account of (5-18) and the definition of
0 n (£) we can easily see

(5-23)

0n(t)<^c4n2pexp{-dJln t} , for

*e [0, e],

where c4 is a positive constant.
(5-22) and (5-23) cannot be compatible unless t = 0.
of Theorem 5. 1 is thus complete.

The proof
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